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We are developing and testing a boreal zone forest dynamics model capable of sim-
ulating the forest cover dynamics of the Eurasian boreal forest, a major biospheric
ecosystem with potentially large roles in the planetary carbon cycle and in the feed-
back between terrestrial surface and the atmosphere. In appreciating the role of this
region in the coupling between atmosphere and terrestrial surface, on must understand
the interactions between CO2 source/sink relationships (associated with growing or
clearing forests) and the albedo effects (from changes in terrestrial surface cover).
There is some evidence that in the Eurasian Boreal zone, the Carbon budget effects
from forest change may oppose the albedo changes. This creates complex feedbacks
between surface and atmosphere and motivates the need for a forest dynamics model
that simultaneous represents forest vegetation and carbon storage and release. A forest
dynamics model applied to Eastern Eurasia, FAREAST, has been tested using three
types of information:

1. Direct species composition comparisons between simulated and observed ma-
ture forests at the same locations;

2. Forest type comparisons between simulated and observed forests along altitudi-
nal gradients of several different mountains;

3. Comparison with forest stands in different succession stages of simulated
forests.



Model comparisons with independent data indicate the FAREAST model is capable
of representing many of the broad features of the forests of Northeastern China. After
model validation in the Northeast China region, model applications were developed
for the forests of the Russian Far East. Continental-scale forest cover can be simulated
to a relatively realistic degree using a forest gap model with standard representations
of individual-plant processes. It appears that such a model, validated relatively locally
in this case, in Northeastern China, can then be applied over a much larger region and
under conditions of climatic change.


